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 contract building
 design & construction management
 remedial building consultant
 value management
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                ABOUT US

                

                Rocking Horse Construction was established by Alex Scionti in 2014 after 35 years of industry experience in
                  response to an industry requirement for a “one stop shop” making the development and construction journey for clients a seamless
                  experience.

                
                    

                    expertise

                    With expertise in formalising initial feasibility and design schemes the projects are then progressed through the planning
                      and development approval phases. Rocking Horse construction will manage through until construction is completed. Working
                      with the best designers, suppliers and subcontractors in the industry to construct projects that meet all expectations.
                      Rocking Horse Construction will continue to implement new and innovative design and building techniques.

                

                
                    

                    experience

                    With over 35 years’ experience in the construction industry Alex and Rocking Horse Construction has formed strong relationships
                      with key consultants, builders and subcontractors who are all part of the effective delivery process. From Byron Bay and Sydney
                      to Canberra, Adelaide and Brisbane, Alex Scionti has been successful in major projects all around Australia.

                

                
                    

                    success

                     Alex’s ability to value engineer and manage through the design phase of each project ensures that
                      feasibility and construction budgets achieved. From land acquisition and planning advice, to project
                      management and construction, Rocking Horse Construction will ensure that every project is successful
                      from vision to success.
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                Alex has built his reputation as an industry leader with
                  an impressive portfolio of projects in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Canberra and Gold Coast having
                  assumed positions of project manager and construction manager for major contractors including Grocon, Multiplex and
                  Transfield.

Alex was also an integral part of private developers Amalgamated Property Group and Morris Property Group as
                  they constructed major projects both in Queensland and Canberra. Through his ability to bring teams together and ensuring
                  a successful outcome for all the stakeholders, he saw the growth of their building division as they entered the
                  market as principal contractors.


                  He has recently completed a luxury 18 residential terrace development in Bulli NSW and is commencing construction on two iconic residential projects in South East Queensland.
                

                
                current

                

                

                	Project management of redevelopment of Thirroul Village Plaza
	Development management and construction of 7 exclusive apartments Sorano House, Kangaroo Point
	Development management and construction of 45 luxury apartments at Florian, Broadbeach
	Point Terraces - Construction of 18 luxury residences, Bulli NSW


                past

                

                

                  	Oakmont - Construction of 174 Apartments, Kellyville Sydney
	Allure - Development management and construction of 33 luxury apartments at Princess St, Brighton le Sands
	Seychelles - Design and development management of 30 apartments at Grand Parade, Brighton le Sands
	Planning proposal for 80 apartments at Warwick Farm
	Elora - Construction of 45 apartments in Baulkham Hills


                  See past project details for additional information.
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                Rocking Horse Construction Pty Ltd

                



                
                  	Email


                                    Contact


                                    

                                    ABN

                                    
                                    ACN


                                    Address


                            	alex@rhcon.com.au


                            +61 438 553 092


                            

                            636 026 668 48


                            602 666 848


                            18 Taylors Rd Eureka NSW 2480
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